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 Fermata Technique                  
The only journey is the journey within.                                         

~ Rilke

This is a great way to help you with working on 
a passage of music that needs special attention. 
It will calm you and bring awareness to the 
details of what needs to be tended to in your 
practice, the music...
Is the issue:

Technical? right notes played with grace and virtuosity

Tonal? intonation, vibrato, beautiful & colorful tones

Rhythmic? correct rhythm, rubato, timing, nuance 

Expressive? phrasing, expression, dynamics, interpret

Body? body as the principal instrument, let go of ?

Breathing? breathing- free, use techniques and images

1. Choose a passage that needs your attention.

2. Put a Fermata on the note that needs practice. 

3. Make the fermata a SPECIFIC RHYTHM long enough 
to give you clarity and clam you on this part of music.

4. Give yourself  DIRECTIONS on what you wanting to 
do with the music and yourself on this fermata. 

5. Use this fermata, this time, to observe and to teach 
yourself, discover something new.

6. Repeat as necessary and shorten timing of the 
Fermata until you are playing in the timing of piece.

More Ideas:  Use Alexander directions, vibrato and tone ideas, 
breathing  ideas, movement, ball trampoline, dynamic design...

  Listen: Lowell Liebermann   CD: Sonata for Flute                                            
Look:  www.lowellliebermann.com/ 

 One Inch - bits & Starting Place
For fast-acting relief, try slowing down.                                

~Lily Tomlin 

One Inch
One inch (or a small bit) - Select one inch of  music 
to discover and practice. Delight in the Details. 

Slow practice! Enjoy the Journey! Be like the Turtle 
and take it one inch at a time. 

Key is to notice what you are learning and observing 
as you one inch, little bit, chunk your music. 

Both one inch and chunking have been proven in 
many studies on learning and the brain to be a very 
effective and efficient way of  learning. 

Fast Practice too! Not only practice the inch slowly 
but at tempo. It can be to practice a small part of  
music, inch by inch, very fast too. 

Remember: you need to be able to practice any 
part of  your music at  SLOW and FAST, at All 
SPEEDS - TEMPI with grace, virtuosity, precision 
rhythmic integrity, freedom, clarity, expression, 
nuance, ease, direction, musicality, beauty...

Starting Place
“Let’s start at the very beginning, a very good                   

place to start...” ~ the sound of music

It is a good place to start, but not every time you practice.

Select some other Starting Places  for your                
Pieces, Etudes, Scales, Music...

Beginning... Middle... or Endings of...

Places that you need to improve.

Places that you look at and are worried about.

Places that need musical interpretation.

Places that your teacher said to practice.

Choose wisely, with care and consideration. Be curious 
& creative about where and how you start anything! 

More Ideas: Have a conversation with musicians about how they 

practice.              Listen: Marco Granados, flute                                    
CD’s at : www.flute4u.com     Look: Videos of Marco Granados


